THE NIST CYBERSECURITY
FRAMEWORK AND PERSISTENT
DATA SECURITY
Introducing Smartcrypt to Address the Challenges of Data Protection

Executive Summary
The stakes are getting higher every day. External security threats grow increasingly sophisticated and unpredictable.
Internal controls become more complicated and challenging to implement. When data breaches do occur, the damage
can take years to repair.
Security managers who support federal, state and local agencies must face the unavoidable truth that network
and device protection are not enough to secure IT enterprises against the constant threat of data theft. True
security implemented to safeguard sensitive information requires persistent data-level protection, so it is
unusable and meaningless after a breach.
To better address the nation’s cybersecurity risks, President Obama issued Executive Order 13636, “Improving
Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity,” to establish a policy focused on improving information security infrastructure
while protecting the security and privacy of U.S. citizens.
In enacting this policy, the Executive Order called for the development of a voluntary risk-based Cybersecurity
Framework – a set of industry standards and best practices to help organizations manage cybersecurity threats. The
result was the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, created through collaboration between government and the private
sector. It uses a common language to address cybersecurity risk without placing additional regulatory requirements
on businesses.
The Framework enables public and private organizations to apply risk management best practices in order to improve
the security and resilience of critical infrastructure. The Framework provides structure to today’s multiple approaches to
cybersecurity by assembling standards, guidelines, and practices that are working effectively today.
To assist public and private organizations in achieving the NIST Cybersecurity Data Security guidelines, PKWARE
introduced Smartcrypt, a next-generation data encryption and key management solution. Smartcrypt enables
organizations to implement persistent data protection with chain of custody controls and upstream data security
intelligence. Smartcrypt’s policy management capabilities control the user experience and allow enforcement of
organizational standards. The solution provides the ability to ensure sensitive data collected, stored, maintained,
and transmitted is always secure using FIPS compliant AES encryption, allowing only those with authorization to
access the data.
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Is Your Organization’s Data at Risk?
Organizations, both public and private, have experienced a dramatic increase in breaches in recent years,
stemming from both internal and external threats. More and more of these breaches are targeting high-value
information such as healthcare information, intellectual property, financial information, intelligence data, and other
mission critical information.
A key asset of all federal, state and local government agencies is the information they collect, store, and maintain.
Government agencies support a variety of functions necessary to ensure the safety and well-being of U.S.
citizens, and the protection and security of the United States and its allies. It is critically important that they secure
all sensitive information in their possession against data theft and other security breaches.

Will Breaches Always Be a Threat?
There is no guaranteed protection against a breach. Cybersecurity threats can come from hackers, employees,
third party tools, software downloads, partners, or even customers. Once access has been gained, an intruder can
lay dormant for months before mapping the network, planning the attack, and stealing the data. Large-scale, wellorchestrated breaches have filled the headlines in recent years:
•

Evidence suggests the initial hack into Sony Pictures in late 2014 may have occurred almost a year before it
was detected. By then the damage had been done because the data had been stolen and leaked.

•

According to investigators, intruders gained access to the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) network
in May 2014. OPM was not aware there was an intrusion until almost a year later. By April 2015, data that
contained the personally identifiable information of more than 21 million US Government employees had been
stolen from the database.

•

It is believed the Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield attacker gained access in as early as April 2014. It was
several months before it was detected and too late to stop the theft of more than 78 million records. Both
Anthem customers and non-customers were impacted.

•

Finally, and most recently, the Democratic National Committee (DNC) reported in June of 2016 that
Russian government hackers had breached its computer network over the course of several months. The
hackers, linked to Russian intelligence services, broke into the DNC’s computer networks and gained
access to confidential emails, chats and opposition research.

The examples listed above all involved data theft, which accounts for approximately 50% of enterprise data
loss and leakage. The remainder can be attributed to employees, former employees, customers, or partners who
either access data mistakenly or “snoop” around the network.
Regardless of the source, breaches are inevitable. Agencies must ensure that when breaches do occur, the culprit
exits with meaningless data. Compliance with the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Cybersecurity
Framework can help agencies reach this goal.

www.pkware.com
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What is the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework?
The NIST Cybersecurity Framework is a set of high-level policy recommendations and best practices that public
and private organizations can use to evaluate and improve their cybersecurity efforts. The Framework was first
introduced in 2014 and will be updated periodically to address new threats and new technology.
The Framework includes three components, each of which is intended to assist organizations in understanding
and implementing the Framework recommendations:
Core: describes basic cybersecurity activities
Profile: assists in aligning the Framework with business requirement, risk tolerances, and resources
Implementation Tiers: help organizations define their approach to managing cybersecurity risks

•
•
•

Figure 1 below depicts the NIST Cybersecurity Framework Core.
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How does my Organization Begin
Protecting Sensitive Data?
The NIST Framework suggests the first step in protecting enterprise data is to perform an audit in order to identify
the organization’s unique business requirements, the types of information that need protection, and where that
information is exposed inside and outside the organization.
The audit should include documenting the processes, workflows, and use cases that revolve around creating,
accessing, sharing, storing, and managing sensitive information. It is important to ensure that any solution
evaluated and implemented will conform to the organization’s business requirements, satisfy the profiles that
involve the use of sensitive data, and seamlessly integrate into the processes and workflows of the user community.
Once the audit is complete and the organization’s profiles and use cases have been documented, the next step is to
prioritize the organization’s information and determine the level of risk of data loss. Organizational and regulatory
compliance requirements should be taken into consideration to ensure they will be satisfied. This reduces the
chance that a future audit will flag a violation that must be addressed post-implementation of a solution.
The final step is to review solutions that map to the profiles, workflows, and use cases that will protect the
organization’s data at the level required, provide the necessary administration and audit controls to enforce
usage, and ensure regulatory compliance is achieved. Minimal disruption to workflows and the user community
should be taken into consideration.

What are Common Data Security Profiles
and Use Cases?
Security profiles and use cases define the ways in which an organizations uses sensitive information. Creating
these profiles and use cases is an important step in defining the requirements a new security solution will need to
meet. In some cases, a single solution may not address all profiles and use cases and, therefore, multiple solutions
may need to be considered.
As with most areas of security, there is an implicit tradeoff – as you move up the scale toward greater security,
the complexity and cost of implementing a solution increases accordingly. Adding additional profiles and related
use cases typically increases the complexity and cost of an organization’s security solution. The challenge facing
most organizations is to implement a solution or solutions that satisfy a high number of use cases, especially those
that are deemed to have the highest degree of risk.
According to a recent Gartner report, the market for content-aware data loss prevention solutions is growing at more
than 20 percent year over year. However, the report also notes that many organizations are struggling to establish
appropriate data protection policies and procedures for mobile devices that interact with sensitive corporate data.
Clearly it is important to include data security for BYOD and also organizationally supplied mobile devices during the
audit process and when reviewing potential solutions.
The table below lists profiles and use cases common to many organizations.

www.pkware.com
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CISO/INFO-SEC

Establishes data security
•
requirements, has oversight to ensure
compliance
•

•

AUDITORS

Provides input into data security
requirements and requires visibility
for oversight

•

•

SECURITY ADMINISTRATORS

Creates/maintains data security
policies and manages user
profiles

•

•

I must ensure sensitive
information is always protected
when under the organization’s
control.
I must ensure the organization
is achieving compliance
requirements for securing
sensitive information and data.
I need to ensure information
egressing the organization is
examined and complies with
organizational policies, and is
protected in transit.
I need to have documented
evidence that our organization is
securing sensitive information at
rest and in-motion.
I need to ensure our organization
is achieving regulatory
compliance and reporting
requirements.
I need to create, maintain and
enforce policies that comply
with our organization’s security
requirements for protecting
sensitive information.
I need to monitor usage to ensure
compliance and detect potential
data theft or possible data
leakage.

DATABASE SECURITY
ADMINISTRATOR

Establishes data security
requirements

•

I must ensure sensitive data in
our databases are protected at
rest and only those with a need to
know will have access to the data.

OPERATIONS

Assists in creating and running
processes that store, backup and
move data

•

I need to protect organizational
files I am storing that contain
sensitive information.
I need to securely transmit
organizational files that contain
sensitive information.

•

END-USERS

Creates, stores, uses and transmits
sensitive data that must be
protected

•
•

•

•

I want to store and protect sensitive files on my local drive.
I have sensitive files and documents I need to share with other
users.
I want to e-mail sensitive files securely to other employees in the
organization.
I want to e-mail sensitive files
securely to external consultants
and partners.

www.pkware.com
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Are Cybersecurity Solutions to Protect
Data Readily Available?
Technology companies have increased data protection services and products focused on cybersecurity to aid
organizations going on the offensive against breaches and data. These technologies, for the most part, can be
can be categorized into data security, digital rights management, data encryption, data loss prevention (DLP), data
classification, and tokenization.
The abundance of solutions available provide the ability for organizations to implement and self-regulate
cybersecurity and data protection. But in order to effectively self-regulate, one must understand how. There is
no doubt the quantity of solutions available today complicate and extend the evaluation and selection process.
This process, however, is vital in determining the best solution available to meet the organization’s requirements
and risk tolerance for protecting data. In addition, the complexity and burden on the IT department charged
with implementation and ongoing maintenance, as well as the impact on the user community, should be a
deciding factor.

How Does Smartcrypt Adhere to the
NIST Cybersecurity Framework for
Data Protection?
PKWARE’s Smartcrypt enables organizations to implement persistent data protection with upstream data security
intelligence, reporting capabilities, and policy management to control the user experience and enforce standards
It has been designed to meet the requirements of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework for Data Security
and Reporting.
Smartcrypt provides the ability to ensure all sensitive data collected, stored, maintained, and transmitted is always
secure using strong FIPS compliant AES encryption, allowing only those with authorization to access and view
the data. Smartcrypt includes capabilities to protect structured data at the field level with Field Level Length
preserving encryption.
Some corporate security policies mandate that certain keys exist in cleartext only in a hardware security
module (HSM). Smartcrypt architecture supports this requirement by storing the master key in an HSM
needed to encrypt all cryptographic material in the Smartcrypt database. Smartcrypt can accommodate
expanded key management requirements, such as key rotation via third party HSM suppliers using standard
KMIP interface protocols.

www.pkware.com
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In addition to meeting the highest standards of
encryption strength, Smartcrypt solves the challenges
that have prevented many organizations from adopting
data-level encryption in the past.
Using Smartkey technology, Smartcrypt eliminates the
complexity of key management so users can focus on the
tasks at hand instead of worrying about encryption keys.
Smartkeys can be created by users who need to exchange
data securely with others, and by administrators who need
to create Community Keys or group keys allowing multiple
individuals in the organization to encrypt and decrypt shared
data files.
Smartcrypt’s manager console provides advanced
policy management capabilities and data security
intelligence, greatly expanding the solution’s capability
to not only provide persistent data security, but also
bring visibility to those within the organization who
need to understand what is being protected and
accessed, how, and by who.
Smartcrypt’s architecture also allows APIs to work
in harmony with other technologies to inspect data,
determine what is not being protected, and to quickly
remedy the situation.
Smartcrypt operates on virtually all IT platforms
including z/OS, Windows Servers, Linux Servers and
Unix Servers, Windows and OSX desktops and, iOS
and Android mobile devices. Figure 2 provides an
overview of Smartcrypt’s Data Protection Framework
for the enterprise.

PKWARE’s technology is used
in over 200 Federal agencies to
protect data using strong AES 256
encryption and digital signing.
Smartcards are supported in
accordance with HSPD-12.
In October 2014, the Department
of Homeland Security Safety
Act Commission awarded
Smartcrypt with a Designation as
an Anti-Terrorism/Cybersecurity
technology. This substantiated the
value PKWARE’s compression and
encryption technology provides by
safeguarding sensitive data in the
event of a breach or hack into an
organization’s network.

www.pkware.com
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Figure 2: Smartcrypt Data Protection Framework
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There are three components to Smartcrypt: the Smartcrypt Application, the Smartcrypt Manager, and the
Smartcrypt Software Development Kit (SDK).
Smartcrypt Application
The Smartcrypt Application provides data-level or file encryption with embedded key management,
simplified in a way that no one thought possible. All key creation, synchronization, and exchange operations
take place in the background, making it easy to securely store and exchange data with partners and customers.
Smartcrypt eliminates gaps in existing security infrastructures and provides data protection for files and data
used and stored on virtually any device in the enterprise, including mobile devices.
Smartcrypt encryption gives organizations several options in meeting their data protection demands and
compliance requirements. Smartcrypt supports 3DES and AES encryption including strong AES 256 encryption
that meets FIPS 140-2 compliance requirements.
Smartcrypt integrates into enterprise office technologies including Word, Excel, Windows Explorer, and Outlook.
Smartcrypt’s integration capabilities allow users to easily protect files with a click of the mouse, or if a Smartcrypt
policy is in force, encryption might be performed automatically without user intervention.
Figure 3 below provides an example of Windows Explorer integration showing the Smartcrypt capabilities
available with a simple right-click of the mouse.

www.pkware.com
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Figure 3: Smartcrypt Windows Explorer Integration

In addition to traditional support for passphrase and x.509 digital certificates, Smartcrypt offers users the
ability to easily create and use Smartkeys. Smartkeys can be created for users, groups and communities making
the process of encrypting and exchanging or sharing information easier than ever before. Figure 4 Shows a
Sample Screen listing Smartkeys for an End User.
Figure 4: Smartkeys for an End-User

www.pkware.com
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Smartcrypt Manager
Smartcrypt’s management console includes a range of features that help organizations tailor their encryption
solution to their unique challenges and compliance mandates.
•

Robust functions for security administrators to operate, deploy and manage Smartcrypt
throughout the enterprise

•

Policy management capabilities to enforce compliance, standards and user controls

•

Key management and key delivery capabilities for Smartcrypt users

•

Data security intelligence features for security managers and auditors

•

Easy exportation to SIEM technologies for rollup monitoring and dashboards

The Smartcrypt Manager provides identity integration with Microsoft Active Directory and provides capabilities to
manage actions, administration roles, and Smartcrypt licenses. Administrators can use the Actions page to view
recent activity and actions requiring approval. Figure 5 below shows an example of the Actions page.
Figure 5: Smartcrypt Security Administrators Actions Page

www.pkware.com
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Smartcrypt’s policy management capabilities ensure that the organization can enforce compliance, best practices,
control standards and the user experience across the enterprise. Security administrators can create policies for specific
groups, departments, and regions. Figure 6 below gives a sample of the policy management capabilities included in
the Smartcrypt Manager.
Figure 6: Sample Smartcrypt Policy

www.pkware.com
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Smartcrypt’s Data Security Intelligence features provide enterprise IT, security, and audit personnel with visibility
into which files were encrypted, the users who accessed and decrypted them, what devices they were on, and
where the events took place.
Information can be easily accessed by authorized administrators via a web browser, or can be exported to SIEM
tools such as Splunk, ArcSight, LogRhythm, etc. Figure 7 is an example of event reporting included in Smartcrypt’s
Data Security Intelligence function. Clicking on any single event provides drill-down capabilities showing details
of the event, including filtering capabilities to obtain additional information associated with the user(s), file(s)
or device(s).
Figure 7: The Smartcrypt Manager Event Reporting

www.pkware.com
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Smartcrypt SDK
The Smartcrypt Software Development Kit allows organizations to embed persistent data protection into
existing applications with only a few lines of code. The Smartcrypt SDK is available in all major programming
languages, including C++, Java, and C#, and can be used to encrypt both structured and unstructured data. The
SDK also includes Field Level Encryption (FLE) capabilities that allow organizations to encrypt specific sensitive
fields without having to encrypt an entire database.
Figure 8 provides a before/after sample of Smartcrypt’s Field Level Length Preserving Encryption capabilities.
Figure 8: Smartcrypt Field Level Length Preserving Encryption
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About PKWARE
PKWARE is a trusted leader in global business data protection and offers a full suite of file-compression and
encryption products that span a variety of devices and deployment models, including desktops, mobile devices, servers and mainframes. The PKWARE Smart Encryption Platform, Smartcrypt, was introduced to support
the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. The Smartcrypt Platform provides a unique set of software and solutions for
data security that is unbreakable, cost-effective and easy-to-implement.
PKWARE is headquartered in Milwaukee, with offices in New York, London and Ohio. PKWARE has 35,000 customers globally, including more than 200 government entities.

SECURITY FOR EVERYWHERE BUSINESS DATA GOES: By protecting the information itself, Smartcrypt encryption safeguards businesses for today’s expansive data demands. This data-first security fills gaps no matter how data is stored, shared or accessed. Smartcrypt encryption also eliminates the value of data leaked by hackers, snoops or employee error.
EASY INTEGRATION AND SIMPLIFIED KEY MANAGEMENT: CISOs and security developers opt for Smartcrypt encryption to seamlessly embed security into existing applications and infrastructure. Key management behind the scenes keeps data integrity and
access in check.
PROTECTION PLUS PERFORMANCE: Employees get protection as they share business data from laptops, servers and mainframes,
and out to mobile devices and the cloud. At the same time, PKWARE’s signature compression drastically cuts processing times,
storage costs and data volumes by up to 95%.
MEET COMPLIANCE WITHOUT SECURITY CONCERNS: PKWARE products are built on well-vetted, open standards. Smartcrypt
encryption satisfies and surpasses compliance from requirements such as NIST 800-53, FIPS, PCI DSS, Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPAA and
HITECH.

** Most U.S. government agencies and the private sector companies that work with them, such as banks and healthcare insurers, are required to encrypt data with software that
meets Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 compliance.
Data encryption software is FIPS 140-2 compliant when it uses cryptographic algorithms that have been validated through the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Cryptographic Module Validation Program (CMVP). Cryptographic modules that have been validated are issued a certificate number. Only software that is able to
identify the NIST certificate number for the cryptographic algorithm’s FIPS 140-2 validation can be FIPS 140-2 compliant.
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PKWARE is a trusted leader in global business data protection. For three decades PKWARE has focused on data. Building on our
compression expertise with the latest encryption technology, PKWARE protects data for over 35,000 customers, including government
agencies and global corporations. Our software-defined solutions provide cost-effective and easy-to-implement protection that is
transparent to end users and simple for IT to administer and control.

